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Introduction
Social capital, despite conceptual ambiguities it contains and methodological challenges it
poses (Sabatini 2008, Portes 1998, Hyden 1997) still remains to be one of the important
concepts not only among social scientists but also within national and international policy
circles. While pioneering work by Bourdieu (1986), Coleman(1988) and Putnam (1994),
among others, paved the way for the acceptance of social capital in academia as a useful
concept, its rise to prominence among policy makers is largely due to the gradual demise of
neo-liberal thinking as a framework for providing answers in economic sphere. This is
important for methodological reasons because if social capital idea needs to be
operationalized not only for academic research but also for policy makers then it is crucial
to take into account which circumstances generated a gap in analytical framework that is
used for policy formulation and why social capital appeared as a candidate to fill this gap.
In this article, by taking into account the conditions which paved the way for the use social
capital as an analytical instrument in policy formulation, we examine the methodological
challenges that need to be overcome in order to operationalize social capital idea so as to
generate some indicators which may be useful in comparative scrutiny of various
conditions and policies not only between advanced capitalist but also developing countries.
In order to reveal the difficulties involved in such an operationalization attempt vividly,
and to provide indicators which may be widely utilized, we use four rounds of world
values survey that in total covers almost hundred countries. Analyzing this rich data set,
which allows us to seek social capital indicators for developing and advanced countries
simultaneously, also enables us to question whether social capital is a sufficiently
encompassing concept, that is, whether it is capable of capturing similar features of diverse
sets of societies.
Theoretical Framework
Neo-liberalism which offers solutions for economic problems by envisaging economic
realm as a distinct entity separated from all other aspects of societal existence (Harvey
2005) has experienced two phases of decline in the last two decades as an intellectual
framework for policy making. Initial phase occurred mainly in developing countries during
the late 1990’s as the structural adjustment policies which were seen as embodiment of
neo-liberalism in practice and repeatedly proposed (and often enforced) as a way out of
economic crises have lost their credibility and widely criticized (see Brewster and Wood
2007). The painful experience of post-communist countries with ‘shock’ therapy
marketization also enhanced this kind of critical thinking about neo-liberalism in practice
(for example, Ferge 2001:129-35). Most recent phase of decline took place after 2007 in
the wake of financial crisis as the main underlying assumption of neo-liberal framework
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too, that is, the market is a self-adjusting mechanism which, when left to its own devices,
would always provide optimum outcomes, lost its credibility substantially also in advanced
capitalist countries (see Sinn 2010, Lapavitsas et al. 2012). Thus one may see that neoliberalism as an analytical framework and ideology has been incrementally losing its
intellectual grip on the conceptualization of economics and formulation of economic policy.
Against this background one may consider the use of social capital as an analytical
instrument in policy formulation as an attempt for understanding and manipulating the
economic sphere by acknowledging its links with wider societal dynamics.
Indeed World Bank, during the late 1990’s, after decades of global advocacy for one-sizefits-all neo-liberal recipes which were expected to generate economic growth and
prosperity but almost always failed to deliver this promise, seemed to have acknowledged,
at least to some degree, that economic policies cannot be designed or implemented in
isolation from ‘the social’ (WB 1997, Fine 1999, Molyneux 2002) due to the simple fact that
economy is embedded into the social fabric, as pointed out long time ago by Adam Smith
(1776[2003]) and reiterated in the 20th century, among others, by Polanyi (1944[2001]).
Consequently, social capital has become the new keyword which may account for the
failure of hitherto implemented economic strategies of the World Bank and may even hint
the way in which they should be remedied. United Nations too started to use the term
extensively, and endorsed instruments such as microcredit which are designed by
operationalizing the idea of social capital, and in a rather ironic way while acknowledging
the social elements in the functioning of economy still try to use the market as the ultimate
tool for providing solutions (Bateman and Chang 2009).
In fact, from a social science perspective any shift from purely economic into somewhat
socio-economic thinking should be welcomed given that acknowledging the integrated
nature of social and economic spheres would open up possibilities for much richer analyses
of economy and presumably would enable us to comprehend the societal dynamics better.
However, there is a critical point that should be taken into account before using social
capital in theoretical, methodological or empirical endeavors as a way for moving from
entirely economic to more socio-economic conceptualizations. As in the case of purely
economic thinking which had been the characteristic feature of neo-liberal recipes of
Breton-Woods agencies, promoting policies on the basis of the idea of social capital would
be making the implicit assumption that this approach has universal validity. Then
recognizing the existence and importance of the social in the functioning of economy would
be based on the idea of capturing ‘everything’ by a single concept or analytical instrument.
This ontological assumption is essentially extrapolated from neo-classical economics
which has a holistic approach that tries to devise analytical tools that can be used in all
circumstances which in turn paves the way for the idea that there might be some policies
that can be implemented in all countries in the same way (Gray 1998). In more specific
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terms, the way in which social capital usually operationalized, that is, micro level
characteristics are aggregated so as to obtain macro level scores in order to reach from
individual to society, has quite some affinity with the methodological individualism which
is the primary tool of theorization for neo-classical economics. Thus, social capital or at
least the way in which it is operationalized as almost ‘the missing link’ in theorization of
economy has the obvious danger of turning into a self-defeating idea which while trying to
incorporate the economy into the social may itself become continuation of neo-classical
economic thinking which is based on separation of these two realms (see Fine 1999,
Molyneux 2002).
Thus there is a delicate balance to be observed if social capital is to provide an alternative
framework for policy formulation : on the one hand without acknowledging intricacies that
might be involved in operationalization of social embeddedness of economy by using social
capital as a key notion might convert the entire endeavor into another version of neoclassical economics, at least methodologically, on the other hand complete rejection of any
sort of general applicability of the concept would be tantamount to giving up the idea that
there might be some guidelines that may facilitate learning and implementing best
practices.
Social Capital: Conceptual Background and Methodological Challenges
Having these points in mind, one may argue that from a methodological perspective what
matters is whether the idea of social capital can be used in order to develop some
instruments which may account for otherwise inexplicable societal dynamics. Therefore
the methodological problem about the idea of social capital would be while adopting a
pragmatic perspective by exploring the explanatory potential of the concept itself (i.e.,
evaluating it on the basis of its potential usefulness) acknowledging and taking into account
its complexity so as to avoid squaring the circle by unconsciously subscribing to the
ontological assumptions of neo-classical economics in an attempt to provide instruments
for those actors who try to avoid conceptualizations emanated from this very perspective.
The core of this challenge is that, the seemingly universal features of social existence at
some high abstraction level such as embeddedness of economy into the social may mean
and imply different things across different societies and even perhaps through different
periods. Consequently, recognizing and operationalizing the integrated nature of the social
and economic spheres by using the idea of social capital should also mean to acknowledge
the potential complexity and elusive nature of this relationship across time and space.
Having this caveats in mind we first succinctly establish what is meant by social capital and
point out ambiguities and tensions that it generates as a concept and methodological
challenges it poses, and then figure out a strategy to find out the extent to which it might be
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used in development of analytical instruments for social inquiry in wide range of countries
by probing into Word Value Survey.
Social capital as a concept is an attempt to capture how societies tackle with the basic
challenge of any form of communal life, that is, the necessity to generate at least some
forms of collective action without sanctions or coercion. From sustaining law and order to
mobilizing people for common goals, many prerequisites of societal existence are closely
linked with the extent which people cooperate without being forced by the authorities. In
fact the power of state or that of any other authority in charge of a given community,
regardless of how severely and permanently applied cannot by itself ensure the honoring
of economic contracts, sustain redistribution systems, prevent tax evasion or assure the
security of the vulnerable. All these activities, processes and outcomes exist and persist
because in all societies there is a degree of cooperation that is spontaneous and unenforced
but unmistakably present (Brehm and Rahn 1997). Social capital essentially is a name
given to this rather elusive element which appears to be of crucial importance in
sustenance and flourishing of societal existence, and presumably present also in all
activities of economic nature. Thus it may be defined either as the latent factor that exists
in all societies which generates spontaneous and persistent cooperation, or may also be
thought more directly as the level and resilience of the tendency to cooperate without
coercion so as to overcome collective action problems (Fukuyama 2001, see also Woolcock
and Narayan 2000). Within this framework one may suggest that societies (regardless of
whether they are defined as countries, neighborhoods or even families) acquire a certain
and potentially non-constant stock of social capital (or degree of unenforced cooperation)
and this rather intangible entity would make a difference in the extent which given society
advances in various fields.
However this macro perspective is not the only way the idea of social capital is used in
explaining outcomes which otherwise remain unaccounted for. At individual level too the
concept seems to be capable of facilitating explication of some dynamics and patterns. It is
argued that at micro level there is an entity which is different from material wealth or
tradable skills and knowledge, in the absence of which certain things, such as advancing in
the social ladder cannot be accomplished easily (Glaeser et al 2002). This entity too is
conceptualized as social capital but in this case it is envisaged as a stock usable by
individuals for advancement rather than one of the latent pillars of communities that
maintains unenforced cooperation. At micro level social capital appears to be a derivative
of the embeddedness of individuals: persons do not operate in legal and physical spaces as
solitude entities, they are all submerged into webs of relationships with other people which
are generated by countless different reasons (interest, passion, inheritance, culture) and
generate stocks of mutually accepted expectations and obligations which need to be
honored at some point in some way (Coleman 1988). Social capital at individual level may
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be seen as this mutually recognized expectations and obligations or alternatively it may be
envisaged as the ability of individuals to utilize these things in order to attain goals they
deem valuable. This last point is of some significance because it reveals the distinctive
character of social capital: unlike human and physical capital which are essentially created
and utilized by their owner, social capital at individual level is not necessarily generated
and utilized by the same individuals. Those who benefit from social capital may not be the
ones who create it. Thus social capital acquires a public good character, and consequently,
like all public goods it is fragile (Coleman 1988, Kawachi 1997:1496).
Thus, in short, social capital refers to all mechanisms and attitudes that enable societies to
overcome collective action problems, but it is also used in order to account for the
consequences and implications of socially embedded existence of individuals. One may
imagine two ways in which it might be used as an analytical instrument: in dealing with
micro level circumstances, social capital idea may be operationalized by using the
information about individuals’ social networks in order to account for the extent to which
they are able to thrive or survive due to these networks. Indeed bonding and binding
network categories have been coined in order to facilitate such endeavors (see for example
Sabatini 2008, Woolcock and Narayan 2000) .
On the other hand, at macro level social capital idea may be used in order to account for the
extent to which societies prosper or succeed in accomplishment of collective goals or
provision of common goods. At this level, however there is no direct source of societal level
information that can be tapped for operationalizing the social capital idea for empirical
inquiries. It needs to be derived or deduced, once again, from individual level information
which directly or indirectly capture some qualities which are conducive to or results from
the emergence and persistence of unenforced cooperation. It is not a difficult exercise to
identify such individual features. Firstly, one may argue that trust in other people should
be crucial because only knowing that at least some other people too would be working
towards collective interests would motivate individuals to contribute to the same goals
(see Delhey and Welzel 2012, Fukuyama 2001). Secondly, the degree to which people have
confidence in institutions in their society may be linked with their propensity to act
collectively, and thus may be related to the creation of social capital at macro level1.
Thirdly, the degree to which individuals are involved in various formal and informal
organizations should also be important (Woolcock and Narayan 2000). Because the
extensiveness and nature of networks that exists within a given society is of crucial
significance for implicit or explicit mobilization capacity for collective goals. Finally, the
extent to which individuals impose self-constraint about acts which are detrimental for
1

Though whether lack or excess of confidence in institutions would increase collective action propensity should be
determined empirically because both options may be possible
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collective interests too may considered as an individual level characteristic which has
implications for unenforced collective action (Van Oorschot et al. 2006). In short trust,
confidence in institutions, participation in associations, and civic-morality may be used as
individual features that may be measured and aggregated in order to estimate macro level
social capital levels.
However, here one faces a challenge which has a dual nature: translating individual
features into concrete measurements and then moving from micro to macro level by
aggregating these measurements into societal level indicators (see also Glaeser et al
2002:439). Converting individual features into concrete measurements is an empirical
question that needs to be tackled and justified at each case separately but the real problem
here is that, after completion of these measurements, the level at which the final
aggregation is to be made is to some degree an arbitrary choice. Although, ‘country’ is a
common unit at macro level, at least in large-n economic analyses, one cannot be sure
whether this is the actual or most common point at which all ‘social capital’ is really
massed. Once the final aggregation level is determined, for example as country, then one
needs to acknowledge that social capital is intimately connected with the culture and thus
just like culture its nature may not be constant across macro units such as countries. Same
indicators (for example variables that capture the extensiveness of networks) may have
different implications for social capital in different countries despite the fact that they
seemingly measure the same thing.
However the challenge at macro level is more than just measuring some relevant individual
features and then aggregating them at some justifiable communal level. In fact moving
from micro to macro levels compels us to face one of the fundamental tensions of the social
capital concept (see Portes 1998:21, Van Oorschot 2006:150-52). For while at macro level
social capital is defined as those intangible things which ensure cooperation without
coercion, and thus it seems to be related to the propensity of individuals to work for or care
about collective interest of their society, at individual level it refers to the effects of social
embeddedness of individuals which, when used appropriately, facilitates them to advance
their own interests. Of course society consists of individuals and stock of social capital of
any society should be somewhat derived from the features of its individual members.
However, given the tension between individual and societal level implications of social
capital the question of how to ‘add things up’ from micro to macro without transferring this
tension into quantified measurements is an issue to be taken into account. It would not be
difficult to imagine how the four micro level features outlined above (trust, confidence in
institutions, participation in associations, and civic-morality) may be used by individuals to
advance their own interest or that of their small community (i.e., family, village, clan) while
generating detrimental effects for public goods. Of course, at this point one may appeal to
the “invisible hand” idea and argue that when every individual works for his interest this
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eventually assures the advancement of collective interest and generate unenforced
cooperation. This would render the conceptual incongruence between micro and macro
levels unimportant and facilitate the aggregation process but of course would be to accept,
once again, one of the ontological assumptions of neo-classical economics while building
an instrument which is designed essentially to develop an alternative perspective.
There is another issue to be tackled after at macro level. One may argue that the ideal way
of operationalizing “social capital” as an explanatory factor in any comparative inquiry
between macro units, such as countries, would be to use a single index that internalizes all
conceptual depth and width attributed to this concept by using all available macro level
variables, which are derived from micro level through aggregations. However, social capital
as it refers at macro level to the elusive qualities of societies which make them overcome
collective action problems is essentially underdefined. For quite often it is not clear
whether the manifestations that are cited to reveal the existence of social capital are to be
regarded as its sources or its consequences. In abstract terms one may argue that dealing
with consequences requires to look ‘behind’ them so as to find the latent variable that
generates them but in order tackle with sources one needs to find a way to unify them in
some way to see their overall implication. In other words, whereas dealing with
consequences requires dissection, making sense of sources requires integration. Thus, after
macro level variables are obtained as a result of a process which needs to involve
identifying relevant individual features, converting them into measurements and taking
into account the tension between micro and macro level implications of social capital,
there is still the difficulty of determining whether these variables should be dissected or
integrated. Of course one should also not discard the idea that the very categorization of
certain indicators as source or consequences of social capital itself may be peculiar to
specific countries or cultures.
Finally one should note that after the construction of a single index for social capital in
some way there is an issue remains to be taken into account by the users. The way in which
a composite social capital index affects, for example, economic development, may be
different across countries, that is, implications of the same ‘amount’ of social capital might
be not be identical. This may imply that while in some countries composite index should
enter into the envisaged equation as a multiplicative factor, in others it may be an
exponential element due to country specific peculiarities of social capital which may be as
rich and diverse as the cultures in these different countries. Of course if this is possible for
the composite index, then its constituting elements too should be considered to susceptible
to the same complication.
One can see that operationalization of social capital at micro level does not pose very many
challenges but the opposite is the case for the macro level. Not surprisingly this has been,
at least partly, acknowledged in the literature, and there are some attempts to overcome
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some of the issues we identified so as to create macro level social capital indices. However,
the common trend in index or indicator construction is to focus only on countries which
have some common economic or social characteristics (for example Kawachi et al. 1997,
Harpham et al. 2002, Van Oorschot 2006, Sabatini 2008). This approach of course
facilitates overcoming some challenges and bypassing some difficulties but do not allow
one to test whether social capital is a concept which might provide an alternative analytical
framework for policy formulation by providing some hints as to diversity of the ways in
which embeddedness of economy into society may be taking place across the world. In this
study we use four rounds of world values survey that in total covers almost hundred
countries. In this way we try to generate social capital indicators by using input from
developing and advanced countries simultaneously, this enables us to observe the extent to
which social capital is a sufficiently encompassing concept, that is, whether it is capable of
capturing similar features of diverse sets of societies.
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Data and Operationalization
World Values Survey enables us to operationalize the individual features we outline above
as micro level ingredients of macro level social capital (i.e., trust, confidence in institutions,
participation in associations, and civic-morality) for large number of countries. There are in
total 97 countries covered in four rounds but only 9 of them present in all rounds (see
table 1a). The basic indicators that are derived from World Values Survey and which
conceptual pillars of social capital framework they are to be linked are given in table 1b.
We will scan this table on the basis of conceptual keywords given in the first column and
explain the way in which each indicator is created.

Table 1a : Overlapping countries across different rounds of World Values Survey

round.2 round.3

round.4 covered in all rounds

round.3

23

round.4

33

24

round.5

14

11

9
15
covered in rounds 2,3, and 5

total
number of countries

97
13

Trust
It is clear from Table 1a that round 5 is much richer in terms of trust related indicators. It
contains five of them whereas in other rounds we only have a single variable to capture
trust. Of these five indicators the third one, generalTrust.1, is a composite measure derived
from the first two, namely, innerTrust and outerTrust variables which are created by
processing the following battery of questions:
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Table 1b: World Values Survey General View and Basic Social Capital indicators
World Values
Survey
`number of
countries
number of
individuals

round 5
(2005-2007)

round 4
(1999-2004)

round 3
(1994-1998)

round 2
(1989-1993)

58

41

62

18

61062

84887

24558

82922
innerTrust

trust

outerTrust
generalTrust.1

NA

NA

NA

generalTrust.2

generalTrust

generalTrust

generalTrust

confidenceInst

confidenceInst

confidenceInst

confidenceInst

membership

NA

NA

NA

familyImportance

familyImportance

familyImportance

familyImportance

friendsImportance

friendsImportance

friendsImportance

friendsImportance

civicParticipation

civicParticipation

civicParticipation

civicParticipation

politicsInterest

politicsInterest

politicsInterest

politicsInterest

moralAmbiguity

moralAmbiguity

moralAmbiguity

moralAmbiguity

networks
engagement
civic -morality

variables

confidence

takeAdvantage
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I ‘d like to ask you how much you trust people from various groups. Could you tell me for each
whether you trust people from this group completely, somewhat, not very much or not at all?
Your family

People you meet for the first time

Your neighborhood

People of another religion

People you know personally

People of another nationality

Here the first three questions (given on the left) are used to generate innerTrust and the
last three (given on the right) are utilized for creating outerTrust variables. The content of
these two sets of questions makes it easy to comprehend why they lead to different
indicators: while the first set attempts to measure the extent to which ‘known’ individuals
are considered trustworthy the second set tries to capture the same thing for ‘unknown’
people defined in terms of various societal cleavages. When these two sets of questions, as I
have tried here, converted into two different variables, it is shown that the way in which
they are affected by exogenous factors is different (Delhay & Welzel 2012), a finding that
points out the distinctive nature of these two trust indicators.
The answers to both sets of questions are recoded as follows: “not at all” : 0 , “not very
much”: 1, “somewhat”:2 , “completely”:3. Cronbach’s alpha is 0.59 for outerTrust and 0.80
for outerTrust . Although the former figure is lower than one would desire it should still be
acceptable for a large data set.
The individual scores for each of these variables is obtained by averaging over the
responded part of the answer sequence. For instance, for an individual with a reply
sequence of {0,1,3 | 2,3,2} the un-weighted innerTrust and outerTrust scores would be
respectively: 1.333 and 2.333. And for a sequence of {NA,1,3 | NA,NA,3} it would be 2 and 3.
Both pairs of outcomes of course would then be weighted. This approach, which is
consistently implemented in this analysis for each multiple-rooted additive indicator, keeps
the range of final variable identical with that of the root questions (here for example all unweighted innerTrust and outerTrust scores would be between 0 and 3) and thus it reduces
the variance of individual scores but it has a desirable property of decreasing the attrition
rate in the entire survey. Thus it enables us to retain as many countries with as many
observations possible for our inquiry. Because, if simple addition algorithm would have
been used the first sequence would yield the scores of 4 and 7 but the second sequence
could not be used due to missing answers. Allowing this kind of attrition appears to be
quite costly for entries recorded in developing countries, and thus would have rather
detrimental impact on statistical power we can attain in our inquiry.
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In order to obtain macro scores from individual level outcomes, variables are averaged
over each country (by using the number of country level observations emerging from
weights). The last step in the creation of final numerical figure is normalization of these
country scores. This is done in order to attain two goals.
Firstly, by normalizing macro scores we obtain comparative values each of which would
implicitly reflect the situation in all other countries even if in any given analysis not all
countries that are used in normalization are scrutinized. In other words each macro score
reveals the position of a given country not as an absolute value but in terms of its location
compared to the average situation in the world. This is an in-built strength for an indicator
which enhances its comparative nature (Koçer & Van de Werfhorst 2012). Secondly,
normalization yields to a standard scale for all variables, which is an advantage for
shrinkage processes and for statistical models. Here it should be noted that distributions of
all macro level variables (in all waves) are at least approximately unimodal and not (very)
asymmetrical as depicted in figure 1 for round 5. Thus normalization (which essentially
converts scores into scaled distance measures from a single center, and therefore is more
meaningful if there are no several centers) is justified.
Third indicator in the first column, generalTrust.1 is created by using the same protocols
outlined above at individual and country levels but by combining all six questions
generated by the previous battery (yielding to alpha score of 0.76). However, the fourth
indicator, generalTrust.2, is independently generated from the following question.
Generally speaking, would you say that most people can be trusted or that you need to be very careful
in dealing with people?
Most people can be trusted.
Need to be very careful.

Here generalTrust.2 variable is created at the individual level by recoding the first option
as 1 and the second as 0, and then, country level scores are obtained, as mentioned above,
after individual weighing, country-level averaging and final normalization. Obviously, here
the underlying question , compared to the questions that lead to previous trust measures,
is much less elaborate. However generalTrust.2 is identical with generalTrust variables in
other waves, thus it is the common trust variable in World Values Survey as depicted in
Table 1a. Thus, for any longitudinal inquiry it is the one that is to be used for capturing
generalized trust, which is perhaps the most crucial dimension of social capital idea.
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Figure 1 : Densities of macro variables derived from round 5 before normalization (see appendix-I for other rounds)

At this point it is also important to examine takeAdvantage variable which is derived (as
depicted in table 1a only in round 5) from the following question:
Do you think most people would try to take advantage of you if they got a chance, or would they try to
be fair?
People would try to
People would
take advantage of you
try to be fair
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10
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Although this question is worded slightly in negative terms due to underlying suggestion
that it is normal to be suspicious and refers explicitly to the attitude expected from other
people (in contrast to previous trust questions which are more about respondents’ own
attitude), it should still be considered as an attempt to uncover the extent to which people
consider others trustworthy. The outcome is coded into a scale of 1 to 10 (increasing
number indicating less suspicion) , and macro level variable is created once again after
country level averaging and normalization.
Now, if we look at all measures that we have examined, together with takeAdvantage
variable, we have, as mentioned above, five different indicators that try to capture various
dimensions of general trust among people. Unfortunately only one of these variables, that
is, generalTrust.2 is available in other rounds of the survey under the name of generalTrust
(see table 1a). Thus it is important to examine (in round 5) to what extent this common
trust indicator, which is derived from a binary answer question interacts with other four
trust variables that created by using more elaborate answering options. This would enable
us to have some sense of the degree to which it is possible to capture these four more
sensitive variables with the common but somewhat cruder indicator. Figure 2 below
provides a graphical illustration.
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Figure 2: Relationships between trust variables

It is clear from figure 2 that generalTrust.2 positively co-varies with other four indicators.
Numerical illustration of this impression is given in table 2 in terms of bivariate
correlations. it is important to observe in this table that correlations between
takeAdvantage and other three indicators are quite low (none of them is above 0.40). On
the other hand it is also interesting to note that generalTrust.2 modestly (and statistically
significantly below 0.01 level) correlates with all four indicators including takeAdvantage.
These two observations suggest that generatTrust.2 indicator occupies somewhat middle
ground in tapping the trust related feelings across countries: it correlates with two distinct
set of variables, namely takeAdvantage on the one hand, and innerTrust, outerTrust and
generalTrust.1 on the other, whereas these two sets of indicators are having rather low
correlations between them. This pattern might be considered, if we assume that it is robust
across all rounds, encouraging in the sense that even if we can only use generalTrust
variable in other rounds of World Values Survey this would still enable us to capture
various dimensions of trust related ‘dynamics’ across countries.
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Table 2: Correlations between trust indicators in round 5

innerTrust
outerTrust
generalTrust.1
takeAdvantage
generalTrust.2

innerTrust

outerTrust

generalTrust.1

takeAdvantage

generalTrust.2

1.00
0.65
0.87
0.35
0.56

1.00
0.92
0.36
0.54

1.00
0.39
0.62

1.00
0.60

1.00

Confidence
The extent to which individuals have confidence in political system and institutions in their
country is captured by confidenceInst variable derived from the following battery of
questions:
I am going to name a number of organizations. For each one, could you tell me how much confidence
you have in them: is it a great deal of confidence, quite a lot of confidence, not very much confidence or
none at all?
The police
The government (in your nation’s capital)
Political parties
Parliament
The Civil service

Answers are recoded as follows. “None at all” : 0, “not very much”:1, “quite a lot”:2, “a great
deal”: 3. Cronbach’s alpha for this battery is never under 0.76 in any rounds of the survey.
The protocol outlined above is implemented to move from individual scores (i.e. averaging
over responded part of the sequence, and weighing) to country level values (i.e. averaging
over country) and final scores are reported after normalization (see the unimodal
character of the density in figure 2) . As depicted in table 1a the resulting indicator is
available for all rounds.
Networks
The degree and nature of connectedness is the underlying concept that is to be captured by
network related indicators. There are three of them available for round 5 but only two for
the other rounds.
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The first indicator, membership, is derived from the following battery of questions.
Now I am going to read off a list of voluntary organizations. For each one, could you tell me whether
you are an active member, an inactive member or not a member of that type of organization?
Church or religious organization

Environmental organization

Sport or recreational organization

Professional association

Art, music or educational organization

Humanitarian or charitable organization

Labor Union

Consumer organization

Political party

Any other

Replies to this battery (for each specified organization separately) is coded as 1 when
respondent is active member, 0.5 when s/he is inactive member and 0 when s/he does not
belong to the designated type of organization. The alpha value is around 0.78.
This battery proved to be quite prone to NA responses and thus the protocol of using only
the available part of the response sequences for averaging proved especially useful in
preventing high rates of attrition here. Strategy of mapping active and inactive membership
into the same scale too is to a large extent results from the idea of rendering response
sequences information loaded.
Another reason for this decision is the fact that definition of active and inactive
membership is quite vague: what is meant by inactive/active distinction may change across
countries and organizations, therefore it is reasonable to rely on individuals’ own sense of
being active or inactive but interpreting the outcome as degree of proximity to the network
generated by any given organization. Consequently any individual score should be
perceived as conveying the magnitude of organization-based connectedness. Country level
scores are obtained, as before, after averaging and normalization (see the unimodal
character of the density in figure 2) . However, it should be noted that this variable, unlike
the other network variables but like four trust indicators , is available only in round 5 (see
table 1a) . Thus it would be necessary to see the extent to which it relates to other network
variables.
But first it is essential to show how other network related variables, friendsImportance and
familyImportance, are derived. The root question is below.
For each of the following, indicate how important it is in your life. Would you say it is : Very important,
Rather important, Not very important, Not at all important
Family

Friends
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Here recoding is as follows for both “family” and “friends” options. “Not at all important”:
0, “not very important”:1, “rather important”:2, and, “very important”: 3. Consequently,
from “family” option familyImportant and from “friends” option friendsImportant indicators
are derived. Conceptually one might think that networks that emerge around family and
friends would to a large extent overlap or at least both would consist of personal or closeproximity ties. Thus creating single additive index from these two indicators might appear
as a reasonable strategy.
Figure 3: Relationship between friendsImportant and familyImportant variables

However, when this idea is implemented the resulting index proved to have very low alpha
value (around 0.21) in all four rounds. In fact in all four rounds these two variables appear
to co-vary only very weakly as depicted in figure 3 (a finding remains robust even some
outlier points are eliminated) and this rules out fruitful implementation of shrinkage
methods. In this figure correlations between familyImportant and friendsImportant are
mentioned below x-axis and they are all very low. Thus despite the appealing idea it seems
necessary to keep these two variables separate.
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Technical and conceptual implications of this decision will be discussed below. However at
this point it is important recall that these two variables are available for all rounds and to
take a look at figure 4 which reveals that they only very weakly covary with the other
network variable membership. Numerical expression of this is given above each graph in
the form of correlations which are close to zero. The implication, if we assume that this
pattern is robust across all rounds, is obvious: just by scrutinizing two of the three network
variables (familyImportant and friendsImportant) it is not possible to capture anything
about the third one (membership).
Figure 4 : Relationships between network indicators

Engagement
There are two indicators in order to capture the level of civic engagement. First one
civicParticipation is derived from the following battery.
I’m going to read out some forms of political action that people can take, and I’d like you to tell me, for
each one, whether you have done any of these things, whether you might do it or would never under
any circumstances do it
Signing a petition

Joining in boycotts
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Attending peaceful demonstrations

Here for each of the three options “have done” is coded as 1, “might do” as 0.5 and “would
never do” as 0. Alpha value is not below 0.70 in any of the four rounds. The
implementation of the protocol that consist of individual level averaging, weighing,
country level averaging and final normalization leads to macro outcomes which form, as
depicted in figure 2, a density which is approximately unimodal. Second engagement
indicator politicsInterest is derived from the two questions given below.

How interested would you say you are in
politics?
Not at all interested
Not very interested
Somewhat interested
Very interested
Indicate how important (Politics) is in your
life?
Not at all important
Not very important
Somewhat important
Very important
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For both questions the listed answer options are coded into the scale of 0,1,2, and, 3
respectively. Cronbach’s alpha is around 0.70 in all four rounds. Once again the same
protocol outlined above is implemented to obtain country level scores, the resulting
density is given in figure 2 for round 5, and is approximately unimodal.
Civic-Morality
The degree to which people are self-constrained from engaging in activities which are, in
principle, detrimental for the collective interest of their society may be considered as one
of the manifestations of (lack of ) social capital. To capture this the following battery of
questions are used and Civic-Morality variable is created.
Please tell me for each of the following actions whether you think it can always be justified, never be
justified, or something in between
Claiming government benefits to which you are not entitled
Avoiding a fare on public transport
Cheating on taxes if you have a chance
Someone accepting a bribe in the course of their duties

The answers are coded for each question into a scale from 1 to 10 where increasing
number implies justifiability of given act. Alpha for this battery changes from 0.78 in round
5 to 0.56 in round 2 implying (perhaps not surprisingly) that internal consistency of the
battery is not constant across waves. This is of course closely related to the relevance of
articulated issues and changing nature of their internal relationship in the covered
countries. In any case this indicator is to be used with caution and as a secondary check
instrument to detect consequences of social capital.
Exploring the indicators
In order to explore the social capital indicators that we developed so as to see whether they
may be used to generate a single index, we make three observations each of which
addresses a particular challenge that we have outlined in theory section.
Firstly, the concern about whether a given indicator should be treated as source or
consequence of social capital implies actually a choice between implementing principal
component analysis or factor analysis in order to construct a composite index. For given
that principal component analysis is about discovering whether there is a combination of
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given set of variables which substantially explains their total variance, it is suitable for
constructing a measure of something out of its sources. On the other hand factor analysis,
though technically much more elaborate than PCA, is essentially about discovering
whether a (set of) latent variable(s) is discernible through its various manifestations which
appear in the form of empirically observable indicators, thus it is more appropriate for
extracting something out of its consequences. Thus, if one could attain a categorization
which clarifies whether a given set of indicators should be treated as sources or
consequences of social capital then the way in which a composite index should be created
too would be, at least in theory, clarified: principal component analysis would translate
sources into a composite measure and factor analysis would generate an index from
consequences.
Secondly, in any attempt of index construction or model building exercise, in order to
account for the possibility that some entries may have too much or different kind of impact
on the final outcome compared to the rest, requires undertaking a robustness analysis. This
implies re-constructing the same index or building the same model with identical set of
variables repeatedly but by excluding certain sections of the given data set in each
repetition to see the extent to which the excluded part have qualitative (rather than purely
quantitative) impact on the final outcome. Thus, in order to see whether any given set of
social capital indicators (sources and consequences) may be culture-dependent and may
change across countries in their effect (or in their nature) one should implement this idea.
However, the crucial thing in robustness analysis is to determine which parts of the given
data set (i.e. which countries) should be controlled for in terms of their effect. To determine
this one needs to partition the given data set in accordance with some criteria, and this
requires to implement a clustering algorithm which would allocate countries into
meaningfully defined groups.
Finally, the concern about when used in a statistical model whether the way in which a
composite index (and thus its constituting elements) may not have their effects captured
across countries by a single functional form should also be addressed, at least partly, again
through robustness analysis. In this case what is important is to check whether loadings of
various constituting indicators in given shrinkage process change qualitatively as certain
parts of the data set are excluded. For it might the changes in the way in which constituting
elements generate the composite index (due to alterations in corresponding loadings)
may be causing the necessity to change how composite index is included into the models
across countries. This once again points out the importance of figuring out an appropriate
method for partitioning data set into groups of countries
Having this background in mind, the strategy I have chosen is to focus on the seven
indicators which are common across all four rounds of World Values Surveys as depicted
in second column of table.3. The remaining five variables that are available only for round
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5 are to be best reserved for purely cross-sectional analyses or for confirmation of results
that are obtained from longitudinal models based on the variables given in Table 3.
Table 3 : Common indicators across all rounds

social capital concepts
trust
trust
networks
networks
engagement /networks
civic- engagement
civic- engagement

corresponding indicators
generalTrust / generalTrust.2
confidenceInst
familyImportance
friendsImportance
civicParticipation
politicsInterest
moralAmbiguity

After feeding various combinations of these variables from different rounds of World
Values Survey into factor and principal component analyses, two results emerged: firstly of
these seven indicator only four (generalTrust, confidenceInst, friendImportance, and,
civicParticipation) generate results that worth pursuing further in terms of being
susceptible to generating covariance matrices substantially explicable by a lower
dimensional measure, and secondly, exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses of these
variables, under the assumption that they are all manifestations of an underlying latent
factor (i.e. social capital) produced unsatisfactory outcomes in terms of explained variance,
even after various rotations.
At this point it is essential to note that theoretical framework outlined above allows us to
form some expectations about the way in which these four indicators should contribute to
a composite index of social capital. Given that trust is of crucial significance in cooperation
(at societal level) and honoring of obligations (at individual level) it is reasonable to expect
it to have positive relationship with social capital. The same is true of civic participation
due to its voluntary nature which should be conducive to social capital, and for networks,
due to their role in generating expectations and obligations of individuals. Thus in any
shrinkage process one should seek positive relationship between generalTrust,
friendsImportance and civicParticipation . Whether confidence in institutions should have
positive relationship with social capital is an empirical question, negative relation too is a
possibility. Because it may be lack of confidence in formal institutions that mobilizes people
to get involved in organizations and formal networks but it is also possible that high
confidence in institutional structure may motivate people to consider involvement safe or
worthwhile. Thus the way in which confidenceInst variable should enter into a shrinkage
process is indeterminate.
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Thus, the route that is to be followed appears to be examining these four variables further
by treating each one of them as sources rather than consequences of social capital and
implementing principal component analysis to figure out how they are to be combined in
order to create a composite index. This, however, as mentioned above should be
accompanied by robustness analysis in order to account for whether the outcome remains
qualitatively constant as we exclude or focus on different groups of countries.
In order to partition datasets into different groups of countries so as to check the
robustness of principal component analysis, I implement a hierarchical clustering
algorithm on the basis of Ward’s criteria. This approach requires first estimating the
Euclidian distances between given set of countries by using country scores in included
variables. Then, initially all countries are regarded as clusters consists of single members.
The essence of algorithm is to create new clusters by using those combinations which lead
to minimum within-loss of information measured in terms of ESS (explained sum of
squares) of Euclidian distances from cluster centers. Therefore, for example, if one has
three clusters A,B and C, and if combining A and B leads to lower ESS within the resulting
new cluster compared to the one that would emerge out of combination of A and C then
new partitioning would consists of two clusters: AB and C. Algorithm is implemented until
all countries are united in a single cluster.
Obviously there are many other hierarchical clustering algorithms one might implement
but the attractive thing about this approach is that it maximizes within-cluster
homogeneity. This is an advantage for our purposes given that we are concerned about
whether different cultures may lead to different behavior of basic indicators in terms of
their relationship with or impact on social capital. For clustering countries homogeneously
in terms of the scores they have in processed indicators would allow us to discern these
distinctive behaviors. As I show below, the extent to which algorithm-based clustering
matches with our pre-conceived geography or culture-based categorizations of countries
provides an interesting insight in itself.
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Analysis
Initial Analysis: PCA for round 5 and round 3 on the basis of four indicators
Figure 5 shows the outcome of clustering algorithm implemented for round 5 of World
Survey Values.

Figure 5: Countries in round 5 clustered on the basis of four variables

Here countries are partitioned on the basis of their scores on generalTrust, confidenceInst,
friendsImportant, and civicParticipation variables. There are four clusters depicted by
vertical lines which are identified under the horizontal line of 7.5 ESS. The clustering
structure above this line, however, indicates that three clusters on the right are closer to
each other than the one on the left which basically contains all advanced capitalist
economies. This means that there is a basic distinction between advanced and developing
countries in terms of general trust, networks and civic-engagement if the match, outlined in
Table 3, between four indicators which are used in this partitioning and the social capital
related concepts is accurate. Thus, as a first impression, one may argue that the intuitively
appealing distinction (between advanced and developing countries) seems to be confirmed
by hierarchical clustering algorithm which solely processes four basic social capital
indicator scores without any reference to economic trends.
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On the basis of these four indicators and resulting partitioning outlined in figure 5 I have
implemented principal component analysis on round 5: first on entire data set, then on
each cluster separately, and finally on all countries except each cluster. The results are
given in Table 4. Here first three columns give the loadings of included indicators and the
last column gives the proportion of explained variance by the first principal component in
each implementation, which is taken as the candidate composite measure for social capital.
Table 4: Principal Component Analysis and Robustness Checks on the basis of figure 5

round.5

generalTrust

confidenceInst

friendsImportant

civicParticipation

explainedVariance

all.countries

-0.576

-0.299

-0.559

-0.516

47.5%

0.859

0.443

0.130

0.220

74.2%

-0.089

0.967

0.238

-0.089

50.1%

0.744

0.587

-0.320

-0.015

45.4%

-0.528

-0.573

-0.626

-0.528

68.4%

-0.010

-0.941

-0.297

0.160

46.7%

0.635

0.292

0.715

0.635

59.8%

-0.322

-0.274

-0.890

0.171

77.4%

-0.596

-0.626

-0.502

-0.596

71.7%

cluster.1

cluster.2
cluster.3
cluster.4

only
without
only
without
only
without
only
without

It is obvious that when all countries are included the first PC has explanatory power of
47.5%, a rather low figure. Moreover, the loadings do not have the signs one would expect
on the basis of the theory, they are all negative. Interpreting any composite measure that
would emerge from this configuration would be rather difficult. However, situation
changes when we examine the second row which shows the result if we only use countries
in cluster 1, that is, advanced capitalist economies. Here first PC not only explains almost
75% of the total variance but also all loadings are in line with the theory: as one would
expect trust, networks and civic participation are to be positively combined to generate
composite measure of social capital. In fact this picture is quite in line with the findings
discussed on social capital literature. Third row shows that, when we exclude the advanced
countries and repeat the analysis, explanatory power is reduced by one third and signs of
loadings too change. This configuration, namely, negative signs in general trust and civic
participation but positive signs in confidence in institutions and friendship networks too
does not escape interpretation and may be considered as another dynamic through which
social capital emerges: relying on close-proximity relations and established routines of
state institutions but avoiding civic engagement while considering people suspicious.
Though this is almost mirror image (or opposite) of how social capital imagined to be
generated in advanced capitalist economies (see Brehm & Rahn 1997). On the other hand
sixth row in table 4 shows that when we repeat the analysis by excluding countries in
cluster 3, that is, a specific subset of developing economies as depicted in figure 5, once
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again the explanatory power of first PC increases to 60%, and all loadings get their
expected signs.
Overall, this initial analysis appears to confirm the idea that the way in which basic
indicators lead to a composite social capital index changes quite substantially in
accordance with the countries that are included into the analysis. However, in order to see
whether the changes generated by focusing on different subsets of countries itself remain
robust, that is, whether instability itself is constant, it is necessary to repeat the same
analysis by using another dataset.
As a matter of fact, implementation of the same analysis for round 3 (see appendix A)
reveals that the way in which countries are clustered in round 3 is similar to the
partitioning that we have just examined, thus one may argue that there is indeed a robust
differentiation across countries in terms of how they score in basic social capital variables
but the ‘instability’ of emerging composite index as a result of this somewhat stable
differentiation itself do not remain constant if one changes the entire dataset. This may, of
course due to, some real substantial changes in the nature of social capital in various
countries, and may also be attributed to the fact that the overlap between round 3 and
round 5 of World Values Survey in terms of covered countries is far from being perfect, but
it would be prudent to attribute it to misspecification of variables included into the
shrinkage process itself.
Second Analysis: PCA on round 5 and round 3 on the basis of three indicators
Therefore in the next step, confidenceInst variable is dropped and the entire sequence of
clustering and complete and piecemeal principal component analysis is repeated for round
5 for generalTrust, friendsImportant, and civicParticipation variables. Resulting partitioning
is given in figure 6.
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Figure 6: Countries in round 5 clustered on the basis of three variables

In figure 6 too one can discern four clusters under the level of 6.9 ESS, and first group on
the left once again consists only of advanced capitalist economies. But advanced countries
are not only there. Second cluster (from left) has Italy, France, Spain and Britain besides
developing countries like Mali, Zambia, Ethiopia and middle income countries like
Argentina and Turkey. On the other hand third cluster contains only developing countries.
Given that not a single economy related variable is used in the clustering algorithm this
entire configuration may be based more on some cultural common denominators that are
not immediately obvious.
Table 5: Principal Component Analysis and Robustness Checks on the basis of figure 6
round.5

generalTrust

friendsImportant

civicParticipation

explained Variance

all.countries

0.548

0.580

0.603

61.3%

0.863

0.392

0.319

77.1%

cluster.1
cluster.2
cluster.3
cluster.4

only
without
only
without
only
without
only
without

-0.011

0.884

0.468

53.1%

-0.359

-0.933

-0.024

50.9%

-0.580

-0.548

-0.602

73.1%

-0.154

-0.987

0.052

68.2%

0.617

0.333

0.713

60.9%

0.920

-0.385

0.066

61.2%

0.620

0.634

0.463

72.9%
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Table 5 gives the outcome of principal component analysis which is carried out on the basis
of variables that yield to this clustering.
First row of Table 5 indicates that when all countries are included into the analysis both the
explanatory power of first PC and positive signs of loadings appear to be satisfactory.
When the analysis repeated only for countries in the first cluster this configuration is
improved further as higher explanatory power of first PC (around 77 % of total variance) is
accompanied by only quantitative alterations in loadings. On the other hand when this set
of countries are excluded from the analysis another outcome emerges: decline in
explanatory power and negative generalTrust loadings. This, in fact makes sense provided
that first cluster countries quite often top the ordered listing of normalized trust indicators,
implying that remaining set is mostly characterized by lower general trust among people.
At this point it is also interesting to examine the last row of table 5 which depicts the
outcome of excluding cluster 4 countries in figure 6 which consists of East European and
some developing countries. Once these countries are excluded from the analysis
explanatory power of first PC rises to 72 % and signs of loadings turn to positive. This
shows that at least in this analysis the outcome is not entirely driven by the inclusion of
advanced capitalist countries into the examined data set, absence and presence of
developing and middle income countries appears to mediate the extent to which advanced
countries affect the final configuration of loadings and explanatory power.
The general impression this second analysis gives is that even after the focus is narrowed
to three basic indicators which correspond roughly to trust, (importance of closeproximity) networks and civic engagement, the nature of social capital measure that
emerges would be affected directly or indirectly by the impact of advanced capitalist
countries. Once again it is important, by implementing the same analysis in another
dataset, to examine whether this instability of the composite measure itself remains stable.
In appendix B same analysis is duplicated for round 3 (see appendix B). In this exercise the
partitioning in accordance with the criteria of maximizing within-cluster homogeneity
once again sets out advanced capitalist economies as a separate group and in this case sole
focus on or exclusion of various clusters of countries generates patterns resembling those
that emerged during the analysis of round 5 above. However, in this case exercising the
algorithm on a group of developing economies that form cluster 2 (in appendix B figure)
appears to generate effects similar to the impact created by only analyzing advanced
economies which are once again grouped in the first cluster.
By taking into account the foregoing analyses and revealed patterns one may argue that the
concern about the possibility that basic social capital indicators may form social capital
across countries in different configurations seems to be well founded. There is some
grounds to claim that the way in which, at least the three basic indicators, generalTrust,
friendsImportant, and civicParticipation, are to be merged so as to construct a single social
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capital index changes is different in advanced capitalist countries compared to developing
countries.
However before passing this judgment one needs to carry out one more exercise: repeating
the same analysis by considering any particular configuration of basic indicators as
possible states of nature rather than situations in particular countries. This implies to
ignore both time and place dimensions and merge all rounds of World Values Survey so as
to create a big data set consists of “empirically realized” states of nature.
Implementation of clustering algorithm on this dataset would reveal whether different
states of nature that are realized in the same country are grouped together. If this is the
case, one may argue that countries, one by one, and as groups that are clustered on the
basis of their similarity, form the basis of social capital, and this basis remains rather stable.
The other interesting question to test is the extent to which basic indicators generate a
composite measure of social capital changes across clusters, and whether these changes
resemble to those that emerged during the analysis of single rounds of World Values
Survey above, more explicitly, whether advanced developing countries have different
configuration of social capital than the other countries.
Third Analysis : PCA on “states of nature”
Implementation of clustering algorithm on the data set that emerges when all four rounds
of World Values Survey are merged generates the picture given in figure 7 which consists
of 164 different empirical states. It is important to note that three indicators that form the
basis of this clustering are re-normalized in accordance with the center of this combined
data set. Thus measurements are converted into distances from average value which
represents what is “empirically” possible regardless of time and space. As one can see
there are five clusters of these “states of nature” below 14.5 ESS line (they are to be
numbered from top to down). Upper structure (or more accurately here this means the left
side of the red line) in the clustering reveals that first cluster remains rather distinct from
the other clusters connected with them only in the very last step of merging. Table 6
reveals the identities of “states of natures” in clusters in a more clear form.
In Table 6, “states of nature” are identified by adding a number to the country where the
measurement of three indicators are taken2. Let’s examine the clusters. First cluster
essentially consists of “states of nature” that occurred in advanced capitalist countries
(except for Basque region in Spain3) and as one can see these countries and “states of

2

These numbers refer to the rounds that are merged as follows. {1:round2, 2:round3, 3:round4 and 4:round5}
Round 3 of World Values Surveys covers separate entries for sub regions of three countries : Russia, Spain and
China. These are treated same as the countries in our analysis not only for the sake of convenience but also to see
the extent to which these regions align with the rest of the corresponding country. In fact except for Basque
3
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nature” that occurs in them are almost strictly together. For example all occurrences in
Scandinavian countries are grouped together in cluster 1 and same is true if all those
“states of nature” that occurred in Japan, New Zealand and USA.
In fact when we examine the other clusters we see the same pattern of consistency
between “states of nature” and the countries where they occur. For example, all South
Korean occurrences are grouped in cluster 4 all Argentinean entries are in cluster 5
together with all measurements made in Turkey. South African entries create a slightly
exceptional situation: while three of them are in cluster 2 , there is one included into
cluster 3. However, one should note that, as shown in figure 7, cluster 2 and cluster 3 are
‘almost’ together (see the merger line between them just left of the red line that marks the
ESS value used for current clustering) and with a less stringent ESS value these clusters
could be treated as a single grouping. It is also worthwhile to note that all “states of nature”
grouped into cluster 4 do come either from European countries (of mostly middle income
group such as Spain, Macedonia, Slovenia and Serbia) or from advanced and quickly
developing countries, such as South Korea, East Germany and Brazil. Only exceptions are
three African countries: Mali, Zambia and Burkina Faso.
These exceptions notwithstanding one may argue cluster 1 and cluster 4 contain almost all
advanced and middle income capitalist countries.
Against this background, first conclusion is that countries do matter in the configuration of
basic social capital indicators, and there are stable groupings which suggest that social
capital is not an entity which fluctuates wildly within clusters through time. In other words
there are stable clustering of countries which are distinguished by distinctive
configurations of basic indicators. This very observation, in turn, may reiterate the idea
(which is already hinted by tables and clustering exercises in preceding pages) that trying
to construct a single social capital index that is valid and meaningful in all countries may be
useless. However, without passing this judgment it is necessary to look at the principal
component analysis on the basis of the data given in figure 7. The outcome of this exercise
is in Table 7.

region, all other regions of Spain are in the same cluster with the “rest” of Spain and same is true of Russian
regions and Russia.
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Figure 7 : Cluster analysis on the entire World Values Survey (based on three indicators)
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Table 6 : Clustering of “States of Nature” in World Values Survey on the basis of three indicators

cluster
1

cluster
2

cluster
3

cluster
4

cluster
5

Sweden2
Sweden3
Sweden4
Norway2
Norway4

Switzerland2
Netherlands4
Switzerland4
N.Zealand2
N.Zealand4

Japan4
Japan2
Japan3
Finland4
Finland2

W.Germany2
Basque2
USA3
USA4
Australia2

Japan1
USA2
Australia4
Canada3

W.Germany4
Britain4
Canada4

Peru3
Peru2
Peru4
Chile4
Chile1
Romania2
S.Africa2

S.Africa4
Moldova4
Chile2
Moldova2
Chile3
Venezuela2
Moldova3

Algeria3
Brazil4
Trinidad4
PuertoRico2
S.Africa3
Pakistan3
Mexico3

Belarus2
Russia2
Morocco3
Poland2
Mexico4
Bangladesh3
Hungary2

Tanzania3
Zimbabwe3
Romania4
Estonia2

Colombia2
Ghana4
PuertoRico3

Bangladesh2
Tambov2
Lithuania2
Mexico1
S.Africa1

Slovakia1
Czech2
Slovakia2
Dominican2
Belrussia1

Russia1
India1
Poland1
India3
Egypt3

Latvia2
Indonesia3
Indonesia4
Iraq4
Vietnam4

Mexico2
Albania3
Czech1
Thailand4
Taiwan2

India2
Albania2
Vietnam3
China4

Brazil1
Brazil2
Slovenia2
Macedonia2
Zambia4
Croatia2
Slovenia4

Armenia2
Andalusia2
Spain3
S.Korea4
Montenegro2
Serbia2
Spain1

Andorra4
Serbia3
Mali4
Cyprus4
Macedonia3
Serbia4
Burkina4

Bosnia2
Ethiopia4
Galicia2
E.Germany4
S.Korea2
S.Korea1
Montenegro3

Spain4
Spain2
India4
France4
S.Korea3

Valencia2
SrpSka2
Italy4
E.Germany2

Turkey3
Georgia2
Georgia4
Bosnia3
Uganda3
Turkey1
ElSalvador2

Argentina2
Poland4
Nigeria3
Nigeria1
Uruguay2
Argentina4
Nigeria2

Egypt4
Guatemala4
Philipp2
Philipp3
Malaysia4
Rwanda4
Kyrgyzstan3

Jordan4
Ukraine2
Bulgaria2
Uruguay4
Ukraine4
Russia4
Taiwan4

Turkey2
Venezuela3
Argentina3
Azerbaijan2

Turkey4
Jordan3
Morocco4
Bulgaria4

Here we see that when the analysis is carried out by combining all “states of nature”, we
obtain a modest level of explanatory power of 58% in first PC but loadings are all negative
which would lead to a composite measure which is difficult to interpret in terms of social
capital (or would require to use counter-intuitive language). On the other hand when we
look at what happens if only those occurrences in cluster 1 are included into the analysis
we see that both explanatory power and loadings are in line with what one would expect.
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Composite measure would be created by positively weighted average of trust, networks
and civic participation scores. It is important to note that in this configuration trust would
contribute to the composite measure more than twice as much the other two. Now, if we
focus on the outcome of analysis when it is carried out only on state of occurrences in
cluster 4 we see that while the signs of loadings remain the same, the loading of
generalTrust variable increases even more while those of the other two decline to rather
insignificant levels and the explanatory power of first PC declines considerably. However,
given the fact that loadings that emerge out of solely cluster 1-based analysis with those of
only cluster 4-based analysis suggest that configuration of basic indicators in cluster1 and
cluster 4 may be rather similar. Moreover, as depicted in Table 7, these two clusters
contain countries which may be similar at some level ( due to for example being European,
and/or middle income countries)
Table 7: Principal Component Analysis and Robustness Checks on the basis of figure 7
generalTrust

friendsImportant

civicParticipation

explainedVariance

all entries included

-0.592

-0.516

-0.619

58.3%

cluster.1

0.885

0.265

0.384

69.2%

cluster.2

0.373

-0.785

-0.495

50.9%

cluster.3

0.550

0.454

-0.702

68.5%

cluster.4

0.992

0.056

0.113

46.5%

cluster.5

0.436

-0.807

-0.400

53.8%

cluster.1+4

0.856

0.207

0.473

80.5%

cluster.2+3+5

0.107

-0.931

0.348

49.8%

Therefore in row seven of table 7 these two clusters are merged and PCA is performed only
on this new merged grouping. As one can see now explanatory level increases remarkably
to more than 80% and all loadings remain aligned with the expectations, and once again
the weight attributed to generalTrust variable much higher than the other indicators.
However, when the analysis is repeated on the remaining three clusters (see the final
column) the outcome is not promising: neither loadings allow a straight interpretation
(unlike the deviant cases of previous two analyses) nor the explanatory power reaches a
satisfactory level to justify treating first component as a composite index.
There are three observations to be made on the basis of this analysis of “states of nature”
firstly, by using “states of nature” rather than countries as basic input it is possible to
develop a social capital index which is valid for a part of the data set. This also implies that
combining two groups of countries (or more correctly “states of nature” groups 1 and 4)
which are separated by the clustering algorithm, on the grounds of the similar behavior of
basic social capital indicators within principal component analysis makes sense. Secondly,
although treating two clusters as one and managing to extract a single index triggers the
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attractive idea that the remaining “states of nature” too may form a single group which
would allow us to create a second index just for them, but this is not tenable. Although
piecemeal application of principal component analysis allows us to create a big group , not
being member of this new group seems to be insufficient common denominator in terms of
basic social indicator scores to form another group. Thus, “states of nature” approach
provides a half-solution to the problem of devising a composite social capital index.

Figure 8 : Density of generalTrust variable generated in “states of nature” analysis

Conclusion
The analysis in this paper reveals that it is not feasible (unless one discards the theoretical
framework that underlies the idea of social capital) to build a single index which would
effectively capture the way in which basic indicators generate social capital across
countries. Three different application of robust principal component analysis shows that
there is at least a difference between advanced capitalist economies and the other
countries in terms of joint configuration of basic indicators and this precludes the
construction of a single index that is equally meaningful in representing the level of social
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capital across countries. Although, by using “states of nature” instead of countries as data
points and scrutinizing the various outputs generated by robustness analysis, it may be
possible to increase the number of countries which are sufficiently similar to allow
construction of a composite social measure , it still seems not possible to make this for the
entire data set.
These observations requires us to seek for a second best option instead of constructing a
composite measure. This option is to use the normalized generalTrust variable that is
created in “states of nature” exercise as the crude indicator of social capital stock of
countries. As depicted in figure 8 this variable has a unimodal density with not very
asymmetrical shape, thus place of any country in this density may gives us a sense of its
position vis-à-vis the average of all empirically observable levels of trust. Moreover, as
depicted in table 7 this version of generalTrust variable always has a positive and very
large loading in any principal component analysis. Theoretically too, this variable makes
sense as a proxy for social capital because it can be linked positively to all other
manifestations due to its central role.
Against this background it is possible to argue that if one has to use a single index in order
to capture (something about) social capital, not only in advanced capitalist countries but in
all countries for which datasets are available, then it might be prudent to use ‘general trust’
variable (as derived in this study from world values survey) as a proxy instead of a
synthetic index whose validity may be convincing for sub sections of the data set but not
equally convincing for the entire data.
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Appendix A: Clustering and PCA on round 3 on the basis of four basic indicators

round.3

generalTrust

confidenceInst

friendsImportant

civicParticipation

explainedVariance

all countries included

0.625

0.251

0.495

0.549

49.9%

only
without

-0.668

-0.713

-0.168

-0.130

59.2%

0.017

0.873

0.488

0.017

52.5%

only
without
only
without
only
without
only
without

0.315

-0.114

0.901

0.278

55.3%

-0.585

-0.551

-0.595

-0.585

63.0%

-0.453

-0.704

-0.454

-0.305

46.7%

-0.550

-0.544

-0.634

-0.550

67.2%

-0.043

-0.242

0.045

0.968

53.1%

0.698

0.387

0.602

0.698

57.3%

0.173

-0.750

-0.564

0.298

62.4%

-0.574

-0.602

-0.555

-0.574

70.5%

cluster.1

cluster.2

cluster.3

cluster.4

cluster.5
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Appendix B: Clustering and PCA on round 3 on the basis of three basic indicators

round.3

generalTrust

friendsImportant

civicParticipation

explainedVariance

all.countries
cluster.1

cluster.2
cluster.3
cluster.4
cluster.5

-0.632

-0.511

-0.583

65.8%

only
without

0.878

0.133

0.459

64.0%

0.017

0.873

0.488

52.5%
78.0%

only
without
only
without
only
without
only
without

0.685

0.457

0.567

-0.587

-0.548

-0.596

68.1%

-0.170

-0.904

-0.393

80.2%

-0.543

-0.584

-0.604

63.5%

0.652

-0.481

-0.586

59.9%

0.692

0.280

0.666

59.9%

0.711

-0.682

0.175

79.1%

-0.585

-0.623

-0.518

70.9%
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